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Spot resin trading slowed a bit this past week, completed volumes
across our marketplace were down from above-average levels seen
earlier in the month, but still ran better than the anemic pace in August. The flow of PE offers has slowed, while the number of PP offers
have increased. Our Prime resin prices were also mixed for another
week as Polyethylene stayed flat amid further consolidation, while
Polypropylene lopped off as much as $.08/lb. PE producers have cut
reactor rates as they continue to work down resin stockpiles that have
kept warehouses packed for much of the year; in contrast, PP production still seems too high and inventories remain burdensome. Most
processors are still generally only buying resin as needed, while some
are starting to procure a little extra as the price level becomes advantageous, though downstream consumer demand in many sectors has
slowed amid economic and inflationary concerns.
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Market Update — September 23rd, 2022

Resin for Sale 16,706,386 lbs

Resin

Total lbs

Spot Range
Low

High

TPE Market
Bid

Ask

PP Copo - Inj

3,254,600

$ 0.640

$ 0.870

$

0.730

$ 0.800

PP Homo - Inj

2,854,484

$ 0.600

$ 0.770

$

0.630

$ 0.700

HDPE - Inj

2,164,140

$ 0.625

$ 0.720

$

0.620

$ 0.670

LLDPE - Film

2,156,116

$ 0.590

$ 0.710

$

0.650

$ 0.700

HDPE - Blow

1,946,048

$ 0.620

$ 0.720

$

0.620

$ 0.670

LDPE - Film

1,858,731

$ 0.660

$ 0.750

$

0.670

$ 0.720

LLDPE - Inj

1,062,392

$ 0.660

$ 0.750

$

0.670

$ 0.720

793,656

$ 0.570

$ 0.665

$

0.570

$ 0.620

616,219

$ 0.650

$ 0.770

$

0.710

$ 0.760

We are also starting to see hurricane season come to life in what is
HMWPE - Film
typically a more active cycle in September/October. Tropical Storm
LDPE - Inj
Ian forming in the Caribbean is expected to develop into a hurricane
next week but was targeting Florida, avoiding Texas/Louisiana refining and petrochemical infrastructure. More PE producers have doubled down on price increases as a protective measure against potential
hurricane/production-related problems. September PE increases of
$.05/lb remain on the table, while more producers have joined the collective push for October increases of $.05-.07/lb. Meanwhile, down
south in Mexico, PE production is offline for one producer. In a letter
to customers during the week, Pemex said the crackers and derivatives
plants at its petrochemical facilities in Coatzacoalcos, Mexico, were
out of operation following an explosion on Tuesday at an ethane pipeline. Pemex also produces PE at Coatzacoalcos and said it was awaiting an estimated date for the repair of the damaged pipeline and the
start-up of crackers and derivatives plants. The company also said that
a force majeure will be made by the corresponding areas.
Polyethylene remained the more dominant resin transacting across our
platform. Our Prime prices held firm, while the low-end of the market
continued to rise. As we have previously pointed out, spot prices eroded much faster than contracts, so contract decreases could still be easily justified.

Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.
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Buyer interest was primarily seen for Injection grades, with good demand for each HDPE, LDPE, and LLDPE against relatively scant spot
supplies vs film grades which were still plentiful, and blow molding
which has started to tighten a tad. Producers and other major resin
suppliers continued to scoff at lowball bids, as the bearish tide has
turned alongside lower operating rates and an uptick in Asian prices,
providing a slightly better minimum market clearing floor price. This
has encouraged better domestic demand as some buyers expressed
their fear of missing out on great deals, which are still in the realm of
bargain basement prices. In the meantime, producers continue to pursue contract increases for September and also for October. However,
as we have said earlier this month, the likelihood of a decline, at least
for September, seems more feasible unless a major event like a hurricane comes to disrupt production.
Polypropylene trading lacked luster as weak demand continued for
various reasons such as the slowing global economy, near-term economic uncertainty, ongoing overproduction of resin, and buyers flexing their negotiating strength. HoPP peeled off a nickel, and CoPP
dropped even further, by a full $.08/lb, putting prices at their lowest
level since Dec 2020. The spread between both grades also dropped
down to $0.07/lb from a dime, which had been in place since March;
premiums typically contract in major down cycles. The spread between both grades is generally in the area of $.02-.04/lb and we could
be moving back to the high side of that range. Inventory offering lists
and general PP availability increased, there was a heavier flow of
offgrade resin, which might be a result of reduced operating rates
which affects consistency of prime quality. On the other hand, some
producers were out soliciting blanket orders for the 4th quarter at reduced premiums over PGP monomer costs as they try to fill up reactor
time. However, with demand still sluggish, this tactic would only lift
orders from other producers and hamper overall industry margins. PP
contracts are estimated to settle down $.08/lb cents for Sept which
would include a cost-related decrease as well as a reduction in margins. If producers continue to step in front of each other to gain orders
via share-shifting, rather than simply slow production to rebalance
supply / demand, we could see additional margin declines ahead.
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Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.
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Energy futures remained volatile, especially early in the week, but a
stronger dollar and recession fears ultimately directed markets lower.
WTI and Brent were down for a fourth consecutive week and touched
an eight-month low on Friday. Nat Gas dropped during the week as
cooler temperatures and a 103 Bcf storage injection impacted demand.
The Nov WTI contract set the week’s high on Wednesday at $86.68/
bbl and then shed $8.64/bbl to a low of $78.04/bbl on Friday; the market recovered a bit before the bell and then closed out the week at
$78.74/bbl, down a net $6.02/bbl. (-7.1%). Nov Brent hit a high on
Wednesday at $93.51/bbl and came off $8.05/bbl to a Friday low of
$85.46/bbl before ending at $86.15/bbl for a weekly loss of $5.2/bbl (5.7%). Oct Nat Gas futures also hit a mid-week high of $8.12/mmBtu
and peeled off $1.38/mmBtu to a low of $6.74/mmBtu on Friday before closing out at $6.83/mmBtu for a net drop of $.94/mmBtu. NGLs
continued to follow lower as well, with Ethane down just a couple of
cents to $.465/gal ($.196/lb) and Propane down nearly a nickel to and
just below $1.00/gal ($.284/lb) for the first time since early December.
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Monomer market prices also crumbled during this extended downturn, as heavy participation was seen though volumes were about average. Ethylene entered the week posting immediate offers Monday
morning for material in both TX and LA, but prevailing bids were still
too low to be hit. Traders were finally able to match up on Tuesday
with a couple deals for 2H’23 Ethylene in TX done at $.225/lb, while
an agreement for 4Q’22 deliveries in LA was executed at $.22/lb as
prices continued to tick lower. The market took a slight recovery
breath on Wednesday and prices inched fractionally higher. Prices
reverted back to the downside Thursday and that morning 4 separate
deals for 1Q Ethylene deliveries in TX were inked at $.225/lb, followed by another transaction for 1Q a half-cent lower at $.22/lb.
Traders continued to pelt the market with bids and offers, but further
deals could not be completed as prices edged even lower on Friday.
Spot Sept Ethylene prices took a pummeling this past week, finishing
down nearly $.035/lb to settle just below $.205/lb, for a decline of
more than 14%. Losses in the deferred contract months were a tad less
and the backwardated curve flipped to a normalized contango, though
just barely, and prices now remain nearly flat across the board.
Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.
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Polymer Grade Propylene (PGP) was relatively quiet to start the week, though spot Sept exchanged hands Monday afternoon at $.3675/lb. Tuesday
brought heavy market action as prices, especially deferred contracts, took a thrashing, chunking off as much as $.04/lb. Spot Sept PGP swapped
ownership at $.35/lb and then again at $.34/lb, while Oct PGP changed hands at $.3575/lb followed by 3 deals for 1Q deliveries at $.37/lb. Midweek
Oct PGP was inked at $.345/lb and a deal for 3Q’23 deliveries was noted at $.3925/lb. On Thursday, Oct was finalized twice at $.35125/lb and 1Q
PGP was executed at $.3725/lb. By Friday, the Sept PGP weighted average sliced off almost $.015/lb, settling slightly below $.3875/lb. The forward
curve saw much deeper losses, and many contract months hacked off $.045/lb, leaving all contract months below $.39/lb as the normalized contango
flipped to a backwardated curve. We expect current spot levels to dictate a Sept contract decrease in the $.06-.07/lb range.

Be sure to follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn for daily news updates!
Visit our website or contact our trading desk for your spot resin needs.
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